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Overview on Field Data at MADE site7

Table 1: Summary of observation data on hydraulic conductivity at MADE site with number of
campaigns in brackets.

Method of Measurement References
Groundwater level monitoring (1) Boggs et al. [1990]
Soil Sampling (2) Boggs et al. [1990]; Rehfeldt et al. [1992];

Bianchi et al. [2011b]
Pumping Tests (1) Boggs et al. [1990]
Slug tests (1) Boggs et al. [1990]
Packer Tests (1) Boggs et al. [1990]
Permeameter Tests (1) Boggs et al. [1990]
Borehole Flowmeter (3) Rehfeldt et al. [1989]; Boggs et al.

[1990, 1993, 1995]
DPIL, DPP (2) Liu et al. [2009]; Bohling et al. [2012]
Surface Geophysics (2) Boggs et al. [1990]; Bowling et al. [2005]
Natural Gradient Tracer Test
(MADE-1, MADE-2, MADE-3)

Boggs et al. [1992]; Rehfeldt et al. [1992];
Boggs et al. [1993, 1995]; Julian et al. [2001]

Force Gradient Tracer Test
(MADE-4, MADE-5)

Liu et al. [2010]; Bianchi et al. [2011a]

Details on Hydraulic Conductivity Structure A8

Module (A) for MADE comprises of two deterministic zones whose presence is indicated by the9

piezometric surface map (Figure 1a) and two large scale pumping tests (Figure 3a) [Boggs et al.,10

1992]. Zone Z1 is an area of low conductivity from upstream of the tracer input location to11

x = 20m downstream with a specific mean value of K̄Z1 = 2e − 6m/s. Zone Z2 is a high-12
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in-the-average conductivity area upstream beyond 20m from the source location with a mean13

conductivity of K̄Z2 = 2e− 4m/s.14

The value of K̄Z2 is the outcome of a large scale pumping test [Boggs et al., 1990]. The test15

was performed about 60m downstream of the source location within the distribution area of16

the tracer plume (Figure 3a). Conductivity estimates for different observation wells reveal little17

spread. Thus, the test’s support area is of relatively uniform high conductivity.18

The conductivity in zone Z1 is critical because the value in the vicinity of the tracer injection19

area determines the early plume development. Boggs et al. [1990] reported a mean conductivity20

of 2e − 5m/s for a large scale pumping test AT1 which was performed about 90m upstream of21

the source location (Figure 3a), thus outside of the tracer distribution area. The conductivity22

values from the individual observations wells show a large spread indicating strong heterogeneity23

within this area. Furthermore, pumping tests tend to emphasize the impact of high conductivity24

areas, possibly overestimating the mean conductivity.25

Since the tracer injection site is not located within the support volume of the pumping tests26

AT1, we consider additional data taken during tracer injection. Water levels were monitored27

manually in the injection wells and seven observation wells close to the source [Boggs et al.,28

1990]. A pressure head increase of more then 0.5m up to 0.64m was observed in all injection29

wells. Combining the head increase with the mean injection rate of Qin = 1.15e−5 m3/s indicates30

a conductivity of K̄Z1 = 2e− 6m/s in the source area.31

Details on Flow and Transport Model Settings32

The simulation domain is a 2D cross section within x ∈ [−20, 200]m and z ∈ [52, 62]m generously33

comprising the area of the MADE-1 tracer experiment [Boggs et al., 1992]. The grid has a34

resolution of ∆x = 0.25m and ∆z = 0.05m. The temporal resolution is one day. Flow boundary35

conditions are no flow at top and bottom of the domain and a constant head of h = 63m at the36

left and h = 62.34m at the right, resulting in mean had gradient of J = 0.003. The porosity was37

set to 0.32.38

The tracer input takes place at a central injection well located at x = 0 with a screen of 0.6m39

length at z ∈ [57.2, 57.8]m. Tracer was injected over 48.5 h with forced input conditions of an40

injection rate of Qin = 1.166e− 5m3/s.41

42

Details on Parametric Uncertainty for Binary Structure A+B43

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal mass distributions for different combination of input parameters44

for the binary inclusion structure (A+B). Within every panel, one parameter was varied in com-45

parison to the standard parameter choice of KZ1 = 2e − 6m/s; KZ2 = 2e − 4m/s; p = 15%;46

Il = 10m; Iv = 0.5m xI = 20m.47

The inclusion length and the choice of the K contrast between the zones show the highest impact.48

The later was to be expected as the mean conductivity determines the average flow velocity and49

thus the peak location and the general distribution shape.50
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Figure 1: Mass distribution at T = 126 days for conductivity concept (A+B), inclusions in zones
for various input parameter combinations: for inclusion length IL , amount of inclusions
p, distance of zone interface xI to source location and mean conductivity K1 of zone
Z1 (source area). MADE experiment observations in red.

The horizontal inclusion length Ih determines the connectivity of the source area to the high51

conducitivity zone. Thus, the larger Ih the higher is the amount of mass transported downstream,52

visible a the lower mass peak value at x = 5,m and higher second peak at x = 25,m for Ih = 20m53

in Figure 1a. The uncertainty bands in Figures 6b and 7 (main paper) coincide with the upper54

and lower range given by the ensemble results for Ih = 5m and Ih = 20m.55

Other parameters as the distance of the interface to the injection location xI (Figure 1c), the56

amount of inclusion p (Figure 1b) as well as the vertical inclusion length Iv have minor effects.57

Similarly, the choice of sub-scale heterogeneity parameters is secondary since the inclusion struc-58

ture dominates the mass distribution. We tested values up to σ2 = 2 and found nearly no59

difference to the results of the standard setting for the conductivity concept (A+B+C).60

In general, all parameter combinations within the value ranges determined for MADE (section ??)61

show a similar mass distribution pattern. In this regard, the binary structure is very stable62

towards parametric uncertainty.63
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